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With this module Nilex Asset Management System can communicate directly with 
various network scanning tools such as MS System Management Server (SMS), 
ZENWorks (Novell eDirectory), LANDesk Manager, Snow, Capainstaller and Empirum. 
Inventory data with any of these tools such as configuration, software, network 
components, pc: s, servers, switches, routers and printers are directly transferred to 
Nilex Asset Management System. 

The work manually to keep Nilex Asset Management System updated with information on IT equipment 
in bigger networks are both difficult and time consuming. The result is that the control of the equipment 
is suffering because the information is not current. To facilitate the maintenance of information on the 
equipment configuration has Nilex developed this link to the various scan tools 

Feature 
The information that these tools collect is not stored together with other important information about the 
inventory such as who is responsible users, in which room equipment is placed and when it is acquired. 
By linking them with Nilex inventory information can be made available to many more people. Furthermore, 
the orderly presented and consolidated with other information on inventory. 

Performance 
The transfer of information using an access to SMS and other tools is very fast. Even in very large network 
of thousands of computers have all the desired information transferred in minutes. 
While it is fast to transfer information between systems, it is important to be able to customize what 
information is relevant to store in Nilex inventory. The link to the example MS SMS allows administrator 
to self affect what data to be transferred. 

Links with Nilex HelpDesk 
Information stored in Nilex inventory is available to staff who work with Nilex HelpDesk. Even when 
a case registered manager can get information about what programs and versions that are installed, how 
much memory there is, the computer’s IP address and much more. 
It is a very great help to the manager to have access to information to more quickly make troubleshooting. 
Many problems can be solved already by telephone. Much time can be saved to avoid visiting the missing 
equipment.  
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